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Failure to detect changes to attended
objects in motion pictures

DANIEL T. LEVIN and DANIEL J. SIMONS
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York

Our intuition that we richly represent the visual details of our environment is illusory. When view
ing a scene, we seem to use detailed representations of object properties and interobject relations
to achieve a sense of continuity across views. Yet, several recent studies show that human observers
fail to detect changes to objects and object properties when localized retinal information signaling
a change is masked or eliminated (e.g., by eye movements). However, these studies changed arbi
trarily chosen objects which may have been outside the focus of attention. Wedraw on previous re
search showing the importance of spatiotemporal information for tracking objects by creating short
motion pictures in which objects in both arbitrary locations and the very center of attention were
changed. Adult observers failed to notice changes in both cases, even when the sole actor in a scene
transformed into another person across an instantaneous change in camera angle (or "cut").

Our immediate experiences of the world seem to include
rich and detailed visual information about the locations and
properties of objects. If this is true, then we should readily
detect changes to objects in our environment. Yet, a num
ber of recent findings show that observers are surprisingly
slow and often fail to detect changes to successive views of
both natural and artificial scenes (Blackmore, Brelstaff,
Nelson, & Troscianko, 1995; Grimes, 1996; McConkie &
Currie, 1996; McConkie & Zola, 1979; O'Regan, Rensink,
& Clark, 1996; Pashler, 1988; Rensink, O'Regan, & Clark,
1996; Simons, 1996; Tarr & Aginsky, 1996). Recent ex
periments have used a paradigm in which observers view
two rapidly alternating versions of a photographed natural
scene that differ by a change to an object or an object part
(e.g., Blackmore et aI., 1995; Rensink et aI., 1996). Ob
servers simply try to detect the changing element. Assum
ing apparent motion is eliminated or masked by a blank in
terval (e.g., Rensink et aI., 1996) or by the simultaneous
appearance of additional objects (O'Regan et aI., 1996),
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observers require a large number ofalternations before fi
nally identifying the change. Here we extend this finding
by showing that change-detection failures occur not only
for objects at some arbitrarily chosen location in a scene,
but also for the very object that is the center of attention.

One way of understanding previous change-detection
failures is to assume that long detection latencies are
generally consistent with a serial search among the ob
jects in the scene which terminates when the search
process reaches the changing object. Noticing a change
requires successively attending to and encoding each ob
ject in the scene. Accordingly, changes to unattended ob
jects will go unnoticed, but property changes will be de
tected immediately if the changed object becomes the
center ofattention. This hypothesis is supported by find
ings that changes to objects rated as more important or
central in a scene are detected more quickly (Rensink
et aI., 1996); they are given higher priority in a limited-ca
pacity visual search. Together with evidence that people
cannot visually integrate information across eye move
ments (Bridgeman & Mayer, 1983; Irwin, Brown, & Sun,
1988; Irwin, Yantis, & Jonides, 1983; Jonides, Irwin, &
Yantis, 1983) and that briefly presented pictures are
quickly forgotten (Intraub, 1981; Potter, 1976), these
findings suggest that only the objects that receive fo
cused attention are retained across views.

If the properties of centrally attended objects are rep
resented more fully and are maintained across fixations,
these might be the basis of a perceptually rich between
view representation. Serial-search accounts often assume
that attention is not only necessary, but also sufficient for
change detection; changes to an object that is the center
ofattention will be detected. Although the notion that at-
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tended objects will be more fully represented has some
empirical and intuitive appeal, even objects that are the
center of interest may require extensive, effortful pro
cessing to be represented precisely. Here we examine the
role of attention in change detection and consider the
possibility that even if attending to an object is neces
sary for change detection, it may not be sufficient.

The notion that effortful encoding is necessary to repre
sent even centrally attended objects gains support from re
cent work showing that 10-month-old preverbal infants
seem unable to detect changes to a moving object that
occur during an occlusion event (Xu & Carey, 1996). In
these studies, an object (e.g., a toy duck) passes behind an
occluding screen and another object (e.g., a toy truck) ap
pears on the other side. Patterns ofdishabituation and pref
erentiallooking show that 1O-month-old infants do not use
object properties to determine how many objects are in the
display. Interestingly, 12-month-old infants who under
stand the objects' labels successfully detect the change,
suggesting that verbal or effortful processing is necessary
for change detection even when the object is the center of
interest (Simons, 1996; Xu & Carey, 1996). The need for
effortful, attentional processing to detect object changes
suggests that we do not rely on representations of objects
or their properties to perceive the continuity of dynamic
events. However,both infants and adults can use spatial in
formation to track objects over time, across discrete views,
and across occlusion events (Simons, 1996; Spelke,
Kestenbaum, Simons, & Wein, 1995; Xu & Carey, 1996).

On the basis of these findings, we reasoned that if track
ing the properties of attended objects requires explicit cod
ing, then it should be possible to induce change-detection
errors in attended objects if observers did not feel the need
to explicitly label their features. Change-detection failures
would therefore reflect between-view representations
which contain little property information, both for scenes as
a whole and for attended objects. To test for change-detec
tion failures, we created a series of short videos in which
objects changed either at unpredictable locations or in the
center ofattention. Experiment 1was designed to assess the
degree to which change-detection failures would occur in
edited motion pictures when the objects changed were not
necessarily in the center ofattention. InExperiments 2A and
2B, change detection for attended objects was examined. In
these experiments, observers viewed videos depicting sim
ple events in which a single actor changed into a different
person across an edit. In both cases, if object properties
were not automatically retained across views, then a signif
icant proportion ofchanges should go unnoticed.

EXPERIMENT 1

Although researchers have only recently begun to ex
amine between-view representation of natural scenes,
film makers have long known that viewers do not store
all of the visual details ofeach view ofa scene (Kuleshov,
1920/ I987). Fiction films typically consist of events that
are presented piecemeal through a series ofpartial views.
These views are often filmed individually, and usually in

a different order than depicted in the finished movie.
This reordering process can lead to substantial mis
matches in object properties, body positions, and cloth
ing across views, yet these inconsistencies (referred to
as "continuity errors") are rarely noticed by audiences
(Hochberg, 1986; Kuleshov, 1920/1987).

To demonstrate empirically the undetectability of such
continuity errors, we created a short edited video ofa con
versation between two actors. Each cut from one shot to
the next resulted in at least one intentional continuity error
(see Figure 1). For example, in one case, the red plates on
the table changed to white across a cut (Figure lC-ID).
Wetested subjects' ability to detect such errors, both when
they were unaware that they might occur and when they
had been explicitly instructed to look for them.

Method
Ten Cornell University undergraduates viewed the test video in ex

change for candy. These subjects viewed a short color VHS video de
picting a conversation between two actors. The video included sound
and was shown on a 19-in. television with a viewing distance of ap
proximately 100 em. It initially showed a side view of both actors
(Figure IA) and then cut to close up shots of each in turn as they spoke
(I B-1 D). Across each cut, we made at least one continuity error, for
a total of nine intentional errors in the film. For example, in one shot
an actor is wearing a large colorful scarf and in the next it has instan
taneously disappeared (1 A-I B; see also the Appendix). Other
changes shown in the figure include a switch from red to white plates
(lC-I D) and a change in hand position (I C-I D). No blanks were in
serted between cuts, so the changes occurred within the 60-Hz refresh
rate of a conventional TV (30 two-field frames per second). The sub
jects who viewed the film were instructed to "pay close attention" but
were not forewarned of the changes. After they had viewed the film,
they were handed a form that asked, "Did you notice any unusual dif
ferences from one shot to the next where objects, body positions, or
clothing suddenly changed." They responded by circling "yes" or "no"
on the response sheet. The subjects who circled "yes" were then asked
to "describe any changes you noticed."

After writing their responses, the subjects were told, "In the film
you just viewed, changes occurred every time the camera angle
changed. Now ('II show you the film again. This time, try to spot the
changes." The question on the first part of the response form cued
them to the sorts of changes that might occur (i.e., "objects, body po
sitions, or clothing"). After viewing the film a second time, the sub
jects were again asked to describe any changes they had noticed.

Results and Discussion
Of the 10 subjects who viewed this film, only 1 claimed

to notice any of the 9 changes during the first viewing. Thus,
89 of90 total changes went unnoticed. The single detected
change was vaguely described as a difference in "the way
the people were sitting." Even during the second viewing,
when subjects were explicitly told to look for changes, they
noticed an average of only 2 of the 9 changes. The most
frequently noticed change was the appearance and disap
pearance of the scarf, which was detected by 7 of the 10
subjects. These results parallel recent findings offailures to
detect changes to scenes across views (Blackmore et aI.,
1995; Grimes, 1996; O'Regan et aI., 1996; Rensink et al.,
1996; Tarr & Aginsky, 1996), and suggest that edited mo
tion pictures provide a compelling medium for studying
naturalistic scene perception and representation.

Although this experiment suggests that we generally do
not integrate sensory information across views, we appar-
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Figure 1. Four sample views from the stimulus film in Experiment 1. The figure is also available at http://www.wjh.harvard.
eduz-dstmons on the World-Wide Web.

ently can form longer lasting representations through ef
fortful encoding-subjects were able to notice a subset of
changes when they intentionally searched for continuity
errors. Those attended objects are processed more thor
oughly, leading to richer representations. These findings
are entirely consistent with the limited-capacity serial
search model discussed earlier; we cannot fully process
all objects and properties in a scene (Neisser, 1967), and
we are more likely to detect changes to central objects that
garner more attentional resources.

This finding again confirms the notion that attention is
necessary for change detection. However, it does not di
rectly assess the possibility that attention may not be suf
ficient for change detection. The next experiment tested
the hypothesis that simply focusing attention on an object
might not automatically lead to accurate change detection.

EXPERIMENT 2A

If continuous perception is based on representations of
an object's spatial position and motion but not its static
properties, then even changes to attended objects may go
undetected when spatiotemporal information does not

signal a change. We tested this hypothesis by creating new
motion pictures which focused attention on the very ob
ject that changed while maintaining a consistent direction
of object motion across cuts. These films portrayed a
simple action performed by a "single" actor. But rather
than changing small objects which might or might not be
attended, we changed the actors themselves. For exam
ple, in one film, an actor sitting at a desk hears a tele
phone ring, gets up, and moves toward the door. The cam
era then cuts to a view of the hallway where a different
actor walks to the telephone and answers it (Figure 2). In
Experiment 2A, each observer viewed one of these films
with no prior instructions and then wrote a brief descrip
tion of the film. Experiment 2B was a test of the dis
criminability of the two actors in which subjects were
forewarned that changes would be occurring. This was
necessary to ensure that the differences between the actors
in the videos were large enough to be plainly visible.

Method
A total of 40 Cornell University undergraduates participated as sub

jects in Experiment 2A in exchange for candy or course credit. For
this experiment, we created a series of eight color VHS videos fol
lowing the conventional editing practice of maintaining direction of
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Figure 2. Sample frames from an actor-change film used in Experiment 2. The figure is also available at http://www.wjh.harvard.
edu/-dslmons on the World-Wide Web.

body motion from one shot to the next. The videos were silent and
were shown on 19- and 13-in. televisions with a viewing distance of
approximately 60-100 cm. Each film showed one of two events: (I) an
actor sitting at a desk hears a phone ring in the hallway and gets up to
answer it, or (2) an actor enters a room and sits down in a chair. Videos
of Event I included two shots (see Figure 2). Videos of Event 2 in
cluded three shots. In the first shot, an actor walks through a previ
ously closed door and passes the camera. The second shot shows a
wide angle view of the actor walking toward a chair at the front of a
classroom while sidestepping other chairs. The final shot is a close
up of the actor sitting in the chair. In each video, the actor initially in
the scene changes to a different actor across a cut. (In videos of Event
2, the actor changes between the second and third shots.) Two differ
ent pairs of actors were filmed in each event, and separate fi Ims were
made, with each actor of a pair changing into the other. Each pair of
actors was matched for gender, race, hair color, and glasses, and wore
globally similar, but not identical, clothing.

Each of the eight films was viewed by 5 different subjects who were
simply asked if they would be willing to watch the video before par
ticipating in another study in the same laboratory. They were given no
other instructions. The subjects completed the experiment individu
ally. After viewing one of the videos, a subject was given a response
sheet that asked him/her to "please write a brief description of the
video you saw." The experimenter then took the response sheet from
the subject. If a written response did not mention the change from one
actor to another, the experimenter directly asked the subject if he or
she had noticed the person change. For example. subjects viewing

event A were asked "Did you notice that the person who was sitting at
the desk was a different person than the one who answered the
phone?" Responses to the follow-up question were marked on the re
sponse sheet by the experimenter.

Results and Discussion
Viewers were surprisingly oblivious to the substitution

ofone actor for another, even though the person portrayed
by the actors was the central object in the film. Only 33%
ofthe 40 subjects reported that one actor had changed into
another. The subjects who failed to notice the change had
clearly attended to the films; they produced rich descrip
tions ofclothing, the environment, and the motions of the
actors. For example, one subject wrote "Man in light blue
shirt & tee shirt was sitting at cluttered desk, turned to
ward camera & walked toward it. [He] walked outside into
hall and picked up the telephone on the wall," In this par
ticular video, the first actor was wearing an unbuttoned,
blue, long-sleeve shirt with a T-shirt underneath. The sec
ond actor was wearing a gray long-sleeve shirt which was
fully buttoned and had no T-shirt underneath. Of those
who did not mention the change in their descriptions, only
2 claimed to have noticed it when asked.
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EXPERIMENT 2B

Although pretesting had shown that people familiar
with the actors in the films used in Experiment 2 imme
diately noticed the change from one actor to another, we
nonetheless empirically controlled for the possibility
that the pairs ofpeople in the films were simply too sim
ilar to allow detection ofthe changes. In this experiment,
a different set of subjects viewed all of the actor-change
videos from Experiment 2A intermixed with a set of
videos with no actor changes. The subjects were asked to
indicate which films contained a change.

Method
A total of 10 Cornell undergraduates participated as subjects in this

study in exchange for candy or course credit. The materials and pro
cedure used in this experiment were identical to those of Experi
ment 2A with the following exceptions: (I) Eight new videos con
taining no actor substitutions were added to the 8 actor-change videos
from Experiment 2A, for a total of 16 videos. (2) Each subject viewed
all 16 films shown in one of two orders (the first was randomly gen
erated and the second was a reversal of the first). (3) The subjects were
forewarned that changes would take place in some of the films and
were asked to circle "change" or "no change" on a worksheet for each
film. They were also instructed to be especially careful, because de
tecting the change might be more difficult than it sounded. (4) They
were informed of the nature of events shown in films of Events I and
2 (see Experiment 2A) using crudely drawn schematic illustrations of
each shot in the two videos (i.e., a roughly drawn sketch similar to the
panels shown in Figure 2 with stick figures depicting the actors and
arrows indicating the direction of motion). and in the case of Event 2
were told that the changes would occur between the second and third
shots. Other than the schematic illustration of the cuts, all instructions
were given verbally.

Results
Unlike the subjects in Experiment 2A, subjects in this

experiment had little difficulty in differentiating the ac
tors. On the average, they made fewer than I mistake each.
The inability to notice changes to the central object in the
scene cannot be attributed solely to the physical similar
ity of the objects before and after the change.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Taken as a whole, these experiments demonstrate that object prop
erties are not automatically used to integrate different views of a
scene. Even though we can clearly discriminate individual objects, we
apparently do not encode, represent, and use property information to
track them over time (Simons, 1996: Xu & Carey, 1996). Our short
motion pictures show that even dramatic changes to the very object
that is the center of attention often go unnoticed, especially when spa
tiotemporal information suggests continuity. Although previous re
search had demonstrated that attention was necessary for the detection
of changes and that changes to central objects were detected more
readily (0' Regan et al., 1996; Rensink et al., 1996), interpretations of
these results tended to suggest that attention was sufficient for change
detection. Along with recent infant work, our studies show that even
when we attend to an object, we may not form a rich representation
that can be preserved from one view to the next unless the object's
properties are intentionally coded. Thus, attending to an object is nec
essary, but not sufficient, for change detection.

One potentially problematic aspect of our methodology is that, in a
sense, we rely on a memory test to reveal on-line detection of a be
tween-view inconsistency. Given that the observers did not expect the
change, our results may reflect the poverty of incidental memory or the

difficulty of free recall rather than an inability to detect changes. Al
though our primary purpose was not to test the ability to remember vi
sual details of scenes, this research suggests a variety of interesting is
sues for understanding the relationship between different varieties of
memory and change-detection failures. Perhaps a more sensitive test
might reveal residual memory for the prechange actor. One possibility
is that observers may be able to discriminate the prechange actor from
other actors not in the scene when given a recognition or priming task.
Although such tasks might reveal the existence of a representation of
the prechange actor, such representations probably do not underlie the
continuity of our perceptual experience. Presumably, any mechanism
underlying a sense of continuity should be tuned toward detecting vi
olations in that continuity. These violations should attract further at
tention, evaluation, and description, both on the response form and af
terwards when observers are directly asked if they had seen the change.
Thus, the incidental nature of our task is unlikely to obscure a mecha
nism that is responsible for tracking objects and detecting violations of
expected continuity. However, the present studies do not directly as
sess the possible existence ofother, less accessible representations that
might facilitate the processing of repeatedly viewed objects.

Although our findings show that observers often miss surprisingly
large changes to central objects, they do sometimes successfully de
tect changes. One explanation for successful change detection in our
task is that observers sometimes intentionally encode (e.g., by verbal
labeling) a critical object property just before it changes. The actor
changes used in our study did not vary several important categorical
properties of the person (e.g., race, sex, age). Perhaps changes to such
features would consistently register across views. If so, comparing
such successes with the failures we have observed could provide use
ful insights into the nature of person concepts. These categorical prop
erties could be registered automatically or they might require effort
ful encoding, but at least for the range of properties manipulated in
these studies, change detection seems to require effort and not to be
based on automatic domain -general perceptual routines which fully
represent the attributes of all attended objects. The visual properties
of objects, even attended objects, are not automatically used to inte
grate different views of a scene.
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APPENDIX
Description of the Video in Experiment 1

The film used the following six shots to depict a conversation
between two actors:

Shot I: A side view of the two actors (Figure IA). The actors
are sitting at a table with bright red plates, cups, and soft drink
bottles on it. The plate in front of actor A (Figure lB) has food
on it. Actor A's right hand is resting on the table and she is wear
ing a colorful scarf. Actor B's hands are crossed with her el
bows resting on the table. The table, both actors, and all of the
objects are visible.

Shot 2: A medium shot depicting actor A (Figure lB) from
over the shoulder of actor B. The back of actor B's head and
part ofher right shoulder are visible. The plates, food, and uten
sils are visible as well. Actor A is no longer wearing a scarf.

Shot 3: A medium shot of actor B (Figure 1C) from over the
shoulder of actor A. The back of actor A's head and part of her
shoulder are visible. Her right arm is visible as well. Again, the
plates, food, and utensils are visible. Actor A's scarf has re
turned and actor B's hand is now on her chin.

Shot 4: A full side view of both actors (as in Shot 1). The
plates on the table are now white (rather than red) and actor B's
arms are again crossed with elbows resting on the table.

Shot 5: A medium shot ofactor A. The plates are red again,
and actor A's right hand now rests on her lap rather than on the
table.

Shot 6: A medium shot of actor B. The food previously on
actor A's plate is now on actor B's plate, and actor A's right hand
again rests on the table.
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revision accepted for publication April 21, 1997.)


